Covius Announces Funding Suite® Integration with Blend
Denver—May 14, 2020—Covius, a leading provider of technology-enabled solutions to the
financial services industry, announced today that its credit reporting platform, Funding Suite®, is
now integrated into Blend, a leading digital lending platform, and accessible to the hundreds of
lenders on that platform.
Funding Suite provides Blend’s customers with a comprehensive range of credit services for
origination and quality control, including credit scores, rescoring, merged reports and
supplemental lien and judgment reports. These services can be integrated directly into the
lender’s front-end consumer portals or accessed by loan officers and processors. Funding Suite
lets users select preferred credit repositories and upgrade to a three-vendor report without having
to re-pull a consumer’s file. In addition, Covius’ platform provides detailed cost accounting,
business intelligence dashboards and real-time status updates on open orders and interactive
maps on credit order locations.
“We’re excited to partner with Blend to help our joint clients access the credit data and analytics
they need to provide an exceptional customer experience,” said Michelle Steinmetzer, Senior Vice
President of Operations at Covius.
“Blend is pleased to offer our lenders additional credit services options with the integration of
Funding Suite,” said Brian Martin, Head of Business Development at Blend. “Lenders will have
new choices and more efficient ways to analyze the data, providing more time to continue to
deliver excellent customer service.”

About Covius
Covius is a trusted provider of services, insight and technology to leading financial
companies. Covius’ technology-enabled solutions deliver operational efficiencies, mitigate risk
and empower compliant decisions and borrower interactions. Covius businesses are recognized
leaders in credit and verification services, HOA and tax tracking, quality assurance, regulatory
compliance, compliant document services, comprehensive settlement services, lien and title
curative solutions, REO asset management and auction services, capital markets due diligence
and oversight as well as rapid-development, customizable cloud-based business process
solutions. The company was named a 2020 HousingWire Tech100 winner. For more information
about the company and its services, visit www.covius.com.
About Blend
Blend makes the process of getting a loan simpler, faster, and safer. With its digital lending
platform, Blend helps financial institutions including Wells Fargo and U.S. Bank increase
productivity and deliver exceptional customer experiences. The company regularly processes
more than $3 billion in mortgages and consumer loans daily, helping millions of consumers get

into homes and gain access to the capital they need to lead better lives. To learn more, visit
blend.com.
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